Warthin–Starry stain identification of *Helicobacter pylori* in biopsies of patients who previously tested negative in hematoxylin-eosin staining for follicular gastritis
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**Abstract**

Non-invasive and invasive techniques can be used for detection of *Helicobacter pylori*. An invasive technique identifies the bacteria through routine hematoxylin-eosin staining. Warthin-Starry stain is rarely used. **Objective:** Our objective was to identify *H. pylori* by Warthin-Starry staining of patient’s biopsies with chronic follicular gastritis who had previously tested negative in hematoxylin-eosin staining. **Materials and methods:** This is a descriptive, cross-sectional descriptive study that was carried out over a period of 12 months. The study examined paraffin blocks of samples taken from the gastric mucosa of patients diagnosed with chronic gastritis and follicular hyperplasia. A histological section was extracted from a block and tested with hematoxylin-eosin staining for the presence or absence of *H. pylori*. If absent, an additional cut was taken from the same block and Warthin-Starry staining was used to retest for the presence of the bacteria. **Results:** Of the 314 samples collected, 209 tested negative, and 105 tested positive for *H. pylori* when hematoxylin-eosin staining was used. Of the 209 negative samples, 45% (94) tested positive when Warthin Starry stain was used, and 55% (115) still tested negative. **Conclusion:** Findings of *H. pylori* are significantly higher when Warthin Stary stain was used to test samples whose previous histological study had evidenced an absence of the bacillus, especially in samples with a small amount of bacteria.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Peptic acid disease is one of the main reasons for medical consultation in Colombia: 80% of these cases occur due to gastritis defined as inflammation of the gastric mucosa due to an imbalance between protective and promoter factors of inflammation. (1, 2) Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) is one of the most important risk factors, especially for the pathogenesis of chronic gastritis with follicular hyperplasia. (3)

This type of gastritis produces a strong inflammatory reaction characterized by a dense infiltrate of mononuclear cells, primarily monocytes, and the formation of aggregates or lymphoid follicles with a germinal center. (4) Recent studies suggest that persistent inflammation caused by this type of gastritis may increase the risk of developing low-grade mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT), a type of gastric neoplasia, and adenocarcinoma. (5)

About 60% of the world’s population is expected to become infected with *H. pylori* which will make it the world’s most common chronic bacterial infection. (6) In Colombia, the prevalence of *H. pylori* infections in adults is high and is associated with unhealthy conditions and unhealthy lifestyles. (7) Person-to-person contact, including fecal-oral, oral-oral and gastric-oral, is considered to be the most common transmission route of this bacteria. (8)

The most widely used method for diagnosing *H. pylori* gastritis is to stain a tissue sample and then examine it using optical microscopy. This involves heat dehydration and
routine hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining. Bacteria within the mucus and on the surface of the epithelium can be observed with HE staining, but those that adhere closely to neutrophil phagocytized cells are generally indistinguishable from adjacent cells. (9)

HE’s high sensitivity for detecting H. pylori in biopsies of infected patients is offset by factors such as previous treatment of patients, small amounts of H. pylori in a sample, and technical conditions such as stain quality and observe expertise. Consequently, auxiliary stains such as Warthin-Starry (WS) stain are often used in diagnosis of chronic follicular gastritis. (10)

WS has the ability to highlight bacteria hidden in gastric mucus due to the contrast of shades in its brownish-yellow background within which the bacilli stand out unlike in HE’s purple-pink coloration. (11)

Timely diagnosis is important for starting triple antimicrobial drug regimens early to prevent complications related to the persistence of the bacillus. (12) This study’s purpose is to determine presence of H. pylori using WS staining of biopsies of patients with chronic follicular gastritis who had previously been diagnosed as H. pylori negative through HE staining.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This cross-sectional descriptive study was conducted between August 2016 and July 2017. A convenience sample from biopsy samples from a referral medical center in Medellin was taken. Biopsies were included from male and female patients who had been diagnosed with chronic gastritis and follicular hyperplasia but which were negative for H. pylori using routine HE staining. Pathology samples that had been collected and/or stored incorrectly were excluded.

The pathology laboratory at the Medellin headquarters of Dinamica IPS took paraffin blocks from samples of gastric mucosa that had been obtained endoscopically. Histological sections extracted from each block underwent routine HE staining following the protocol of the laboratory of the United States Armed Forces. Commercially available Instant Hematoxylin from Thermo scientific® was used.

After HE staining, the sample was examined by optical microscopy to determine whether H. pylori was present. If absent, an additional slice was taken from the same block and stained with WS according to the protocol of the United States Armed Forces. (11)

Warthin–Starry Staining Procedure

1. Paraffin is removed from the tissue.
2. Two flotation baths are prepared: one at 43 ºC for impregnation and another at 54 ºC for revelation.
3. One percent silver nitrate is added to the impregnation bath. When hot, slides are placed in the bath and left for 30 minutes.
4. Silver nitrate is placed in the revelation bath for 30 minutes together with 5% gelatin, 0.15% hydroquinone or pyrocatechol, and distilled water.
5. After 30 min, 1.5 mL of 2% silver nitrate; 3.75 mL of gelatin and 2 mL of pyrocatechol were mixed.
6. Next, the slides are removed from the 1% silver nitrate impregnation bath, placed on the grid and the solution is applied until a yellow or golden brown color is obtained.
7. Slides are washed with hot distilled water and dehydrated with heat.
8. Slides are evaluated with optical microscopy to determine whether H. pylori is present.

Data from pathology reports were recorded only from cases of patients whose HE stains were negative for H. Pylori. Data extracted for analysis was used to build a Microsoft Excel database. Variables included whether WS stains were positive for H. Pylori, the amount of H. pylori found by WS staining, inflammation, degree inflammation, inflammatory activity, and hyperplasia. Demographic characteristics such as age and gender obtained from patients’ admission clinical records were also included.

Descriptive measurements including relative and absolute frequency as well as measurements of central tendency and dispersion were considered in the statistical analysis which was done with IBM SPSS for Windows version 24.0.

RESULTS

A total of 314 samples were analyzed. Of these, 105 HE stains were positive for H. pylori, and 209 were negative. Only samples that were negative were included: those that were positive were excluded. Of the 209 negative samples, WS staining found that 94 (45%) were positive for H. Pylori, and 115 (55%) samples remained negative (Figure 1).

WS staining detected very small amounts of the bacillus in biopsies that had previously tested negative with HE (Figure 2). Of the 209 samples in the study, 140 (66.9%) were female and 69 (33%) were male. Sixty-two of the 140 samples from female patients were positive and 78 were negative with WS staining, while of the 69 samples from male patients, 32 were positive and 37 were negative with WS.

The average age for female patients with chronic follicular gastritis and H. pylori was 50 years, while for male patients it was 42. In the 209 samples that tested negative for H. Pylori with HE, patients ages ranged from 1 to 90 years. In the most frequently affected age group, between 41 and 60 years, 46 patients were positive for H. pylori and 47 were negative with WS.
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Figure 1. Distribution of samples analyzed by HE and WS. Of the 314 samples from the gastric mucosa, HE staining found 105 to be positive and 209 to be negative. HE: hematoxylin-eosin.

Figure 2. Amount of H. pylori in WS staining. WS detected very small scarce amounts of the bacillus in biopsies that had previously tested negative with HE. WS: Warthin-Starry staining

The least affected population, between 81 and 100 years, had only one case that tested positive for H. pylori with WS. The 0-20 year old group had 8 positive and 21 negative cases with WS (Figure 3).

We found that 94 (100%) of patients who tested positive for H. Pylori with WS had very small amounts of H. pylori, 79 (84%) had moderate inflammation, 9 (9.6%) had severe inflammation and 6 (6.4%) had mild inflammation. Among those who tested negative with WS, 91 had moderate inflammation, 14 had severe inflammation, and 10 had mild inflammation (Figure 4).

Eighty four (91%) of the WS positive samples had mild inflammatory activity, compared to 107 of those who tested negative (Figure 5).

A comparison of the two staining methods shows marked differences. Lymphoid aggregates with germinal centers are clearly present in HE stained slides, but it is not possible to clearly identify H. pylori (Figure 6A). In contrast, on WS stained slides even a small number of bacilli H. pylori bacilli stand out (Figure 6B).

DISCUSSION

This study compares two histological staining methods to determine the diagnostic value of WS staining for identification of H. pylori in gastric biopsies of patients with chronic follicular gastritis who had previously tested negative with HE staining.

WS is a special stain used for histological detection of H. pylori and spirochetes in gastric tissue samples. (13) Its main component is silver nitrate which precipitates onto the microorganism's membrane making it look thicker so that it is easier to identify with an optical microscope. (14) WS staining must be done by an expert in staining since it
Figure 3. Age groups affected by sex. The average age for female patients with chronic follicular gastritis and H. pylori was 50 years, while for male patients it was 42. The most frequently affected age group was between 41 and 60 years.

Figure 4. Relationship of degree of inflammation with amount of H. pylori found by WS staining. Of the total of 94 samples that were positive with WS, 79 (84%) presented a moderate degree of inflammation, 9 (9.6%) showed severe inflammation and 6 (6.4%) had mild inflammation.

requires great care especially since excessive silver precipitation and excessive discoloration of samples can alter the result of the microscope reading. (15)

WS stain adheres better to bacilli in the presence of mild inflammatory activity than in the presence of moderate inflammatory activity. When there is moderate inflammatory activity, inflammatory cell infiltrates overlap with the bacillus and decrease WS stain's capacity to binding with this bacillus. Most of the histological diagnoses reported in this study had mild inflammatory activity.

For this reason, WS staining is ideal for detecting the presence of the bacillus. Similar to the findings of Velásquez et al., our study found that WS has the ability to identify very small amounts of the bacteria. In contrast, HE staining only identifies large amounts of bacteria on histological slides which is why routine HE staining often generates false negatives. (15, 16)

Our results confirm that special WS staining detects the presence of H. pylori more frequently in cases of chronic follicular gastritis than does HE staining, as has been documented in other studies. (13-17)

Similarly, our study concludes that WS is more efficient than HE for confirming the presence of the bacterium in follicular gastritis, so it should be considered for inclusion in diagnostic protocols in local pathology laboratories as the initial staining method. Since WS staining practice is currently not used by the majority of pathologists, the bacillus is often not identified initially.

WS costs more than HE and requires specialized technical personnel. In addition, preparation of the reagents requires more time since they are not commercially available in our environment. Nevertheless, WS staining would make diagnosis of H. pylori more cost-effective because early diagnosis and treatment help prevent sequelae of this bacterium, especially gastric cancer. (18)
Figure 5. H. pylori in WS staining according to inflammatory activity. 84 (91%) of WS positive samples were identified as having mild inflammatory activity, compared to 107 of the WS negative samples.

Figure 6. A. H. pylori in routine HE 4x staining. Lymphoid aggregates with active germinal centers are observed. The aggregates are surrounded by a lymphoplasmacytic inflammatory process. B. H. pylori in WS 40x staining. Black spiral H. pylori bacilli stand out.
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